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We consider the logarithmic-space counting and optimization classes #L, span-l, and opt-L, which 
are defined analogously to their polynomial-time counterparts. We obtain complete functions for 
these three classes in terms of graphs and finite automata. We show that #L and opt-L are both 
included in NC’, but that, surprisingly, span-l seems to be a much harder class than #L and opt-L. 
We demonstrate that span-l functions can be computed in polynomial time if and only if P ( #P) 
and all the classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy are included in P. This result follows from the 
fact that span-l and #P are very similar: span-l G #P, and any function in #P can be represented 
as the difference of a function in FL and a function in span-L. Nevertheless, the inclusion 
# P ~span-L would imply NL = P = NP. We, furthermore, investigate restrictions of the classes 
opt-L and span-l. 
1. Introduction 
During the past several years the topic of “counting” has appeared in many 
different settings in complexity theory. In the case of logarithmic space, for example, 
powerful counting techniques revealed the intrinsic computational power of various 
machine models to count, most notably NL and LOGCFL [4, 14, 271. On the other 
hand, counting and optimization was used to increase the computational power of 
polynomial-time machines by defining functional variants of NP, like the function 
classes opt-P [20], #P [30, 311, and span-P [lS, 19,261. These classes have been 
shown to contain interesting functional counting variants of NP-complete problems. 
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Recently, Toda pointed out the enormous power that such functions can have: the 
whole polynomial-time hierarchy is included in P( # P) [28]. 
This raises the question of how general the phenomenon that counting and 
optimization increases computational power might be. For instance, does it appear 
for log-space classes as well, and if so, to what extent? Stated alternatively, this 
question concerns the complexity of functional variants of NL-complete problems. 
For example, the nonemptiness problem for finite-state automata is NL-complete 
with respect to log-space many-one reductions, and this holds for both deterministic 
and nondeterministic automata. Consider the following variants of this problem: (i) 
computing the number of words accepted by a given deterministic finite-state automa- 
ton that are smaller than a given word, i.e. the “ranking function” for the automaton; 
(ii) computing the ranking function for a nondeterministic finite-state automaton; and 
(iii) computing the maximal accepted word that is smaller than or equal to a given 
word, i.e. the “maximal word function” for the automaton. How difficult are these 
functions to compute? In particular, are they log-space Turing reducible to problems 
in NL? 
We show that these functions are, respectively, many-one complete for the three 
log-space counting and optimization classes #L, span-L, and opt-L that we define 
analogously to their polynomial-time counterparts: Functions in #L count the 
number of accepting computations of a nondeterministic log-space-bounded Turing 
machine, functions in span-l count the number of different output values of such 
a machine with additional output tape, and functions in opt-L compute the maximum 
of all output values. Although it seems at first sight that these three classes have 
similar computational power, we will show that this is unlikely. span-l turns out to be 
a very much harder class than both #L and opt-L. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains all the necessary preliminaries 
and the definitions of the classes #L, span-L, and opt-L. 
In Section 3, we show various functional counting variants of automata and graph 
problems to be complete for these classes. 
Section 4 reveals the difference in the computational power of #L and opt-L on the 
one hand, and span-l on the other. First, we show that both #L and opt-L are 
included in NC2 and, hence, in FP. The inclusion opt-L E # L, however, would imply 
that all languages in NL could be accepted unambiguously, with a unique accepting 
computation. In contrast, span-l seems to be a very hard log-space counting class. In 
the remaining part of Section 4 we demonstrate that span-l is included in #P, and 
that any function in # P is metric reducible to a function in span-L. The latter result is 
obtained by showing that span-l is powerful enough to compute the number of non- 
satisfying assignments of a Boolean formula. Thus, although the equality span-L= 
# P is unlikely, since it would imply that NP G NL, the classes span-l and # P are 
nevertheless very similar. In particular, they share the ranking function for nondeter- 
ministic finite-state automata as a complete function with respect to metric reducibil- 
ity. The similarity of span-l and # P, furthermore, provides us with some information 
about the computational power of span-L. Our results yield a new characterization of 
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the class P(#P) as P(span-L), and Toda [28] has shown that P(#P) includes the 
whole polynomial-time hierarchy (PH). Consequently, the “ranking function” of 
nondeterministic finite-state automata can be computed in polynomial time if and 
only if P = NP = PH = P( # P). Similar results about the difficulty of computing the 
ranking function of languages in various other “small” complexity classes have been 
published before (see [3,7,10,13]). Our result extends this list with an even simpler 
case and, furthermore, with completeness results. 
In Section 5 we investigate restrictions of the classes opt-L and span-L. We show 
that span-l functions that have values of size logarithmic in the length of their inputs 
can be computed in NC’. Such functions are witnessed by NL-transducer whose 
number of different valid outputs for all inputs is polynomially bounded. Thus, such 
a restriction significantly reduces the power of span-l functions, which are hard for 
the polynomial hierarchy as shown in Section 4. We, furthermore, consider opt-L 
functions with logarithmic value size and compare their computational power with 
the power of span-l and opt-L functions witnessed by NL-transducer that produce 
their output deterministically. We show that all of these restrictions yield new 
characterizations of function classes defined by deterministic log-space Turing 
machines with oracle in NL and logarithmically bounded number of oracle queries. 
As one consequence of these characterizations, if functions in opt-L could be com- 
puted by NL-machines that write their output deterministically, then L = NL would 
follow. 
2. The log space counting classes #L, span-L, and opt-L 
In this section, we define function classes by considering certain counting and 
optimization operators defined over the computation tree of a nondeterministic 
logarithmic-space Turing machine with output (NL-transducer) or without output 
(NL-machine). The computation graph of the machine should not contain cycles, 
which might lead to infinitely many accepting computations on a single input. This is 
achieved by imposing additionally a polynomial time bound on the NL-machines by 
attaching a clock. It is well-known that as far as the corresponding language class NL 
is concerned the attachment of a polynomial time clock leads to the same class of 
accepted languages. This is also true for the one-way restriction of this class, lNL, 
defined by machines that read their input by moving the input head just from left to 
right (see e.g. [9]). In the following, we, thus, assume that all log-space-bounded 
Turing machines (with or without output) are polynomially time-bounded. 
We take a configuration of an NL-machine or NL-transducer to consist of the head 
positions on the input and work tapes, the contents of the work tapes, the value 
of the clock, the current state, and, in the case of a transducer, a symbol denoting 
which output symbol, if any, is produced by the current state. To write down 
a complete configuration on an input of length n, O(log n) space is clearly sufficient. 
An NL-transducer has both accepting and rejecting final states, and the output of 
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a computation is only considered to be “valid” if the machine stops in an accepting 
state. We may assume that initial and final states produce no output. Note that 
although the number of reachable configurations is bounded by a polynomial, the 
numbers of accepting computation paths and of valid outputs are not so bounded in 
general: those numbers can become exponential. 
All the sets and functions we consider are defined over the alphabet (0, l}. The 
cardinality of a set A is represented by 11 A /(. The set of natural numbers is denoted by 
N, and the length of a word x by 1 x 1. For words x, y, the notation x d y means that x is 
smaller than or equal to y with respect to lexicographical order. (Recall that this means 
that words are ordered according to length, and for a given length, according to 
alphabetical order.) The ranking function rank, : 10, I} *+N of a set A c_ {0, 1 } * is 
defined by rank,(x) = II{ WE A I w Gx} /I. The census function censA of a set A is the 
function CensA : 1 *-+N such that censA(l”)= Il(wEAl IwI <n}((, i.e. censA is the re- 
striction of rankA to 1 *. For a set A, its complement is denoted by A’; for a language 
class A (always in roman), the class of complements of all languages in A by co-A. We 
use the prefix “F” to denote the class of functions (FL, FP) as opposed to the language 
class (L, P). 
In some of our proofs we use the fact that nondeterministic log-space is closed 
under complementation: 
NL=co-NL [14,27]. 
Note that the one-way class 1NL is not closed under complementation, i.e. 
lNL#co-1NL [ll]. 
By counting the number of different accepting computations of an NL-machine, we 
obtain the class #L, the log-space analog of the class #P introduced by Valiant 
[30,31]. 
Definition 2.1. For a machine M, let accM denote the function from {0, 1) * to N such 
that act,(x) is the number of accepting computations of M on x. Define 
#L:={f‘If=acc, for some NL-machine M } . 
The class opt-L is defined in terms of the maximum of all possible valid output 
values of an NL-transducer. This class is the log-space analog of the function class 
opt-P introduced by Krentel [20]. (Note that opt-L contains only maximization 
functions. Most of the results obtained for opt-L hold for the case of minimization 
functions as well.) 
Definition 2.2. For a transducer M, let opt, denote the function from (0, l}* to 
N such that optM(x) is the maximum valid output value of M on input x with respect 
to lexicographical order, or if there is no valid output, then optM(x) equals 1. Define 
opt-L := { fi f= optM for some NL-transducer M}. 
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For consistency with earlier publications [19,20] the function opt, is defined as 
a function to N. We consider the output of our functions to be encoded as a binary 
string in any natural way. 
The class span-l is defined in terms of the number of different valid ouputs that 
occur in a computation tree of an NL-transducer (the “span” of the tree). The name 
“span-L” is chosen here to indicate the closeness to the analogous class span-P 
introduced in Cl93 (see also [lS, 26, 29-J; in [29] span-P is named “# - NP”). 
Definition 2.3. For a transducer M, let span, denote the function from (0, l}* to 
N such that spanM(x) is the number of different valid outputs that occur in the 
nondeterministic computation tree induced by M on input x, and spanM(x) = 0 if there 
are no valid outputs. Define 
span-l := {fly= span, for some NL-transducer M}. 
In [19] it was shown that opt-Pu #P c span-P. The corresponding statement holds 
for log-space classes, although here the outputs of the transducers can be exponenti- 
ally longer than the size of the work tapes. 
Proposition 2.4. opt-Lu # L G span-L. 
Proof. For the inclusion # L E span-L, let M be an NL-machine witnessing a function 
f in #L. We can construct an NL-transducer M’ that simulates M and outputs the 
computation path. Then, clearly, f= uccM = span,, . 
For the inclusion opt-L c span-L, let f = aptM for some NL-transducer M. We can 
construct a new transducer M’ that on input x simulates M and for every output y of 
M guesses a value z d y, and outputs z. Since neither y nor z can be stored on the work 
tapes, M’ already starts guessing the output symbols of z before the complete output 
y of the computation has been produced. Therefore, M’ first guesses ( y I; this value can 
be stored on the worktapes. M’ then outputs all values z of length lyj - 1, and, 
according to the symbols of y that are produced by M, M’ outputs all values z of 
length I yl that are smaller or equal to y. M’ accepts if M accepts and the guessed 
length of y was correct. M’ then will have as many different valid outputs as the 
maximum of the output values of M. 0 
Note that in the polynomial-time case, opt-Pcspan-P is known to hold for 
maximization functions, but is unknown for minimization functions (see [18]). 
Although NL is known to be closed under complementation, the same situation is 
given for logarithmic space: the inclusion opt-L E span-l might not hold for minimiz- 
ation functions. 
With the inclusion span-LE #P, shown in Section 4 (Theorem 4.3 we get the 
inclusion diagram given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Inclusion relations among log-space and polynomial-time counting and optimization classes. 
It is easily verified that all of the three classes #L, span-L, and opt-L contain the 
class FL of functions computable with deterministic logarithmic space, and that they 
are closed under log-space functional many-one reducibility, defined as follows. Let 
A g: (0, l} *+N. A log-space functional many-one reduction fromfto g is a function 
h:{O, l}*-+{o, 1>* with ~EFL, such that for all x~(0, l}* we havef(x)=g(h(x)). The 
class of functions that are log-space many-one reducible to functions in F is denoted 
by FL,(F). 
In Sections 4 and 5 we also consider a more powerful reducibility between func- 
tions, which we call log-space metric reducibility following Krentel [20]. Such reduc- 
tions are computed by deterministic log-space Turing transducers (L-transducers) 
that may ask at most one query to an oracle function. The L-transducer have an 
additional unbounded oracle tape on which the query can be written one-way, and, 
after querying, the query answer can be read two-way. The class of functions that are 
log-space metric reducible to functions in F is denoted by FL1 (F). Note thatfeFL, (g) 
for a function g if and only if there exists a function ~EFL such that for all x: 
f(x)=h(x, g(x)). 
Without any bound on the number of queries for the transducer and the require- 
ment that each query answer is erased before a new query is being constructed, we 
obtain (nonadaptive) log-space functional Turing reducibility FL( .). This concept was 
studied in [l]. 
The polynomial-time counterparts FP,( .), FP,( .), and FP( .) are obtained by 
considering polynomially time-bounded machines instead of log-space-bounded 
machines. The FP,( .)-reducibility is equivalent to the metric reducibility defined 
in [20]. 
We denote by P( .) the closure under deterministic polynomial-time Turing reduci- 
bility, and by L( .) the closure under logarithmic-space Turing reducibility. FP( .) and 
FL( .) denote the corresponding function classes. If the number of queries is bounded 
by O(log n) for any input of length n, we obtain PI,&. ), FP,,,( .), and L,,,( .), FLI,,( .). 
3. Complete functions 
In this section, we present complete functions for the classes #L, span-L, and opt-L 
that are “counting and optimization variants” of NL-complete automata and graph 
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Table I 
Complete functions for log-space counting and optimization classes 
Function 
Ranking function 
Census function 
Maximal relative word function 
Maximal word function 
DFA 
#L-complete 
#L-complete 
opt-L-complete 
EFL(NL) 
NFA 
span-L-complete 
span-L-complete 
opt-L-complete 
opt-L-complete 
problems. It is known that the nonemptiness problem L(M)2 8, where M is a deter- 
ministic (DFA) or nondeterministic (NFA) finite-state automaton, is NL-complete 
with respect to log-space many-one reductions [16,17). Consider the following 
functional versions of this problem: 
l the censusjiunction: “Given an automaton M and l”, how many words of length up 
to n are accepted by M?“, 
or its generalization 
l the ranking function: “Given an automaton M and x, how many words lexi- 
cographically smaller than or equal to x are accepted by M?“, 
and 
l the maximal word function: “Given an automaton M and x, what is the lexico- 
graphically greatest word smaller than or equal to x accepted by M?“, 
or its generalization 
l the maximal relative word function: “Given an automaton M with L(M)c Z*, 
a subalphabet C’cC, and XEC’*, what is the lexicographically greatest word 
h(w)<x with weL(M), where h:C-+C’u{1.} is the homomorphism h(a):=a, if 
aEZ’, and h(a)=13, otherwise?“. 
To make the meaning of the maximal relative word function clearer, we state an 
example: Let L(M)z{O, l,b,c}* be the finite set (clbOcllbbcO,bllc1,OO01,OcclbOc1}. 
Let C’= (0, l}, and let h be defined as above. Then the (lexicographically) greatest 
word h(w) less than or equal to x=0111 is 0101. 
In the rest of this section we will develop the completeness results shown in Table 1 
and give some examples of graph problems complete for #L, span-L, and opt-L. 
The first problem we consider is the ranking function for DFA, f#nra, which is 
complete for #L. As can be seen from the proof of Theorem 3.1, already the special 
case of the census function is hard for #L, and even the ranking function for 
unambiguous NFA is contained in that class. Unambiguous NFA are NFA that 
accept an input with a unique accepting computation. 
f #DFA: 
Input: An encoding of a DFA M and a string XE 10, 1 > *. 
Output: Number of words lexicographically smaller than or equal to x accepted 
by M. 
Theorem 3.1. f#,,FA is log-space many-one complete for # L. 
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Proof. f,DFA~ # L can be seen as follows. Construct an NL-machine N, which on 
input a DFA M and x~(0, 1) * guesses a word y dx bit-by-bit and records for every 
new guessed bit the corresponding state of M. N accepts if a final state is ever reached. 
Since the automaton M is unambiguous, there is exactly one computation path of 
N for any word smaller than or equal to x. Furthermore, the number of valid 
computation paths of N corresponds to the number of such words accepted by M. 
For the hardness property # L E FL, (f #DFA), let f~ #L be given such that f(x) 
equals the number of accepting computations of an NL-machine N for any input 
~~10, l} *. Let ~(1x1) be the polynomial that bounds the running time of N. We have 
to show that there exists a function /~EFL such that f(x) =f# hFA( h(x)). This function 
will be h(~):=((N,),l~~~~~) ), where (N,) denotes the encoding of a state transition 
graph of a DFA constructed as follows. Let CcN,xI denote the set of all configurations 
of N on input x, let c(,~,,~,,) be the start configuration, and C,,,,,,, the set of all 
accepting configurations. Furthermore, let sink denote an element not contained in 
C(N,+ The 5-tuple NX:=(C~,,Xju{sink}, C~+,,~u{sink), 4 c(,tarf,x), Ccacc,J denotes 
the set of states, the alphabet, the transition function, the initial state, and the set of 
final states, respectively, where for all ci, cjEC~N,~-) u {sink}: 
6(ci2cj):= 
i 
if ci reaches cj in one step in a computation of N on x, 
3:,, otherwise, 
The automaton N, is deterministic and can obviously be constructed easily with 
logarithmic space. Furthermore, it is clear that the construction ensures that the 
number of different computation paths of N on input x equals the number of different 
words accepted by N, of length at most ~(1x1). With a little more care, the construc- 
tion can be made such that the alphabet of N, is (0, l}. 0 
Let f, co-~F~ be the function that on input of an encoding of a DFA M and a string 
1” computes the number of words of length up to y1 not accepted by M. Since the 
automaton N, constructed in the previous proof is complete, switching of accepting 
and nonaccepting states yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. f# co_DFA is log-space many-one complete for #L. 
The ranking function for NFA, fsNFA is complete for span-L. Here again, the census 
function is already complete. 
f #NFA: 
Input: An encoding 
Output: Number of 
by M. 
of an NFA M and a string XE (0, 1 } *. 
words lexicographically smaller than or equal to x accepted 
Theorem 3.3. fsNFA is log-space many-one complete for span-L. 
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Proof. To see f# NFA Espan-L, construct an NL-transducer N, which on input an NFA 
M and XE{O, l} * does the following. Starting with the initial state of M, N guesses and 
outputs a word ybx bit-by-bit, guessing and recording a new state of M consistent 
with each guessed bit and the transition table of M. N accepts iff a final state is ever 
reached. Thus, only in this case is the output valid. If the machine is ambiguous, there 
may be more than one valid computation with the same output, but spanni(( M, x)), 
the number of different valid outputs of N, corresponds to the number of words 
accepted by M. 
To see that span-l E FL,&.,,), consider an arbitrary NL-transducer N that 
witnesses f(x) via its span. We have to show that there exists a function h comput- 
able with log-space such that f(~)=f#~~*(h(x)). h will be the function 
h(x):=((N,), lP(lX’) ), where p is the polynomial that bounds the running time of N, 
and (N,) denotes the encoding of a state transition graph of the NFA 
N, :=(C,,,,,, (0, 11, 4 c~,rarr,x),c~acc,x)). Here C(N,~) denotes the set of all configurations 
of N on input x, c(,~,~~,,) the start configuration, cc_ XJ the unique accepting configura- 
tion (in which no output occurs), and for all ci, c~EC(~,~, such that ci reaches cj in one 
step in a computation of N on x, and &{O, 1,2} we define: 
~(ci,b)=cj if the output in cj is b~(0, l}, 
6(Ci, %)=Cj if in Cj no OUtpUt occurs. 
Note that since M is polynomially clocked this graph contains no cycles. The 
number of different words up to length ~(1x1) that are accepted by N, is exactly the 
number of different valid outputs the transducer N can produce on input x. Further- 
more, it is obvious that the construction of N, can be done with O(log 1x1) space. q 
The maximal relative word function for both DFA and NFA is complete for opt-L. 
f moxrelDFAt maxrelNFA: f 
Input: An encoding of a DFA (NFA) M with L(M)cC*, a finite set C’cC, and 
a string XEZ’*. 
Output: Lexicographically greatest word h(w)dx such that WEL(M), where 
h: C+C’u { 2} is the homomorphism 
h(a):= 
a if EC’, 
2 otherwise. 
(If no such word exists, the output is 1.) 
Consider also the maximal word function. This is the special case off,,,,,lnFA and 
f maxre,NFA in which C’=,E= {0, l}. 
f fmaxNFA: maxDFA, 
Input: An encoding of a DFA (NFA) M and a string XE (0, 1 } *. 
Output: Lexicographically greatest word YEL( M) with y<x. (If no such word 
exists, the output is 1.) 
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The functionfmaxNFA is already complete for opt-L. On the other hand,fmaxDFA can 
be shown to be contained in FL(NL), a subclass of opt-L (see Theorem 4.2). 
Theorem 3.4. (i) fmaxrelDFA and fmaxrelN~A are log-space many-one complete for opt-L. 
(ii) _haxNFA is log-space many-one complete for opt-L. 
(iii) .I’imax~~~~WNL)~ 
Proof. (i): It suffices to show that fmaXrrrNrAEopt-L, and that f&_lnrA is hard for 
opt-L. 
For fmaxrel NrA Eopt-L, construct an NL-transducer N, which on input an encoding 
of a nondeterministic automata M with L(A4)s C*, a finite set C’GC, and a string 
XEC’* guesses and outputs symbol-by-symbol a string y=y, y, . Y,EC’* while re- 
cording the state p of M reached so far. For each guessed symbol Yi~C’, N guesses two 
states q, q’ of M, and verifies that there is a transition from q to q’ on which the symbol 
is read, and that there is a path from p to q on which only symbols in C-C’ are read. 
q’ then becomes the new state reached so far. N accepts when q’ is a final state of M. 
Since N has guessed an arbitrary word smaller than or equal to x, the maximal valid 
output of N, optN(( M), C’, x), equals the (lexicographically) greatest word h(w)<x 
such that WEL( M), where h is the homomorphism that deletes all symbols in C-C’. 
For the hardness property opt-L G FL,(fmaxrrluI;A ), let f be an arbitrary function in 
opt-L. Let N be an NL-transducer such that opt,(x)=f(x) for all inputs x. We will 
construct a function h computable with log-space such that f(x) =fmaxrelDFA( h x)). h is 
defined by 
h(x):=((N,), {0, l}, lP(‘x’)), 
where p denotes the polynomial that bounds the running time of N, (0, l} denotes the 
specified subalphabet, and (N,) denotes the encoding of a state transition graph of 
theDFA N,:=(C~C’u{si~zk},{O,l}uC,6,c sfart, c,,,). Here C is the set of all config- 
urations of N on input x, C’ a (distinct) set of all configurations in which an output 
0 or 1 occurs, c,~,,~ the start configuration, and c,,, the unique accepting configuration. 
We assume that in c,,, no output occurs. The transition function 6 from 
(CuC’ujsink})x(Cu{O,l}) to CuC’u{sink} is defined for all configurations 
ci,cj, such that Ci reaches cj in one step in a computation of N on x by: 
6(ci, Cj)=cj if no output occurs in cj, 
6(Ci, Cj)=Cs if some OUtpUt occurs in Cj, 
and 
6(c;,b)=cj if the output b~(0, l} occurs in cj. 
To make the automaton complete lead all the remaining labels into the state sink. 
It is easy to see that the automaton is deterministic. Furthermore, for any path of 
N on input x, there is a word in L(N,) consisting of the sequence of configurations of 
the path, each of which is followed by the possible output (0 or 1) of the configuration 
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(for example, c1 Oc2c3 1c4.. . c~~~~~~). But then, clearly,f(x), the maximal output produ- 
ced by N on input x, equals the maximal word h(w)< 1 p(lXl) such that WEL(N,), where 
h is the homomorphism that deletes all symbols in C. Thus, fmaxrelDFA is hard for 
opt-L, too. 
(ii): We have fmaxNFA Eopt-L with (i), since fmaxNFA is a special case of fmaxrelNFA. For 
opt-L z FLm(fmox~ 2 ) the proof for the hardness in Theorem 3.3 carries over. Let 
feopt-L be arbitrarily chosen and let N be the NL-transducer with time bound p such 
that f= opt,. For a given N and XE{O, 1 } *, construct N, exactly as for the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. It is easily verified that f(x)=fmaxNFA(h(x)) with h as defined there. 
(iii): Given an encoding of a DFA M and a string x~(0, 1 } *, a deterministic 
log-space transducer N can compute fmaxDFA ((M), x) with the help of the following 
two oracles A,BENL: 
A:={(M)$x$O”~m>l, 3w~{O, l}” such that wdx and WEL(M)}, 
B:= { (M)$q$O” 1 n3 1, q is a state of M such that there exists a path of 
length it from q to a final state of M}. 
With at most 1x1 queries to A, N can find the length I,,, of the maximal word smaller 
than or equal to x accepted by M. Since the given automaton is deterministic, with at 
most 21,,, queries to B, N can find longer and longer prefixes of this word, outputting 
each bit found. 0 
Note that it will not be easy to improve the upper bound of FL(NL) forfmaxDFA, 
since f;na, DFA EFL,,,(NL) would imply L=NL (see Section 5, the remark after 
Proposition 5.6). Hence, fmaxnFA is clearly an example of “hardest” function in 
FL( NL). 
Other complete functions for the classes # L, span-L, and opt-L can be obtained by 
defining “counting” versions of the graph accessibility problem, GAP, which is 
well-known to be NL-complete [16]. Consider the functional graph problems: 
f #path: 
Input: A directed graph G = ( V, E) with vertex set I’= (1,2,. . . , n >. 
Output: Number of different paths of length at most n from vertex 1 to vertex n. 
f #special path: 
Input: A directed labelled graph G=( I’, E) with vertex set V= (1, 2,. .., n} and 
edges labelled over L, and L’ c L. 
Output: Number of lexicographically different paths from vertex 1 to vertex n of 
length at most n, with the labels in L’ deleted. 
f mnxpath: 
Input: A directed labelled graph G = ( V, E) with vertex set V= ( 1,2,. . ., n}. 
Output: Lexicographically maximal path from vertex 1 to vertex n of length at most 
n. (If no such path exists, the output is 1.) 
It is not hard to show that these three functions are contained in #L, span-L, and 
opt-L, respectively. By (many-one) reducing the complete problems of Theorems 3.1, 
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3.3, and 3.4(ii) to the corresponding graph functions it can, furthermore, be shown that 
these functions are also complete for these classes. 
Corollary 3.5. (i) f#parh is log-space many-one complete for #L; 
(ii) f# special pafh is log-space many-one complete for span-L; 
(iii) fmaxpath is log-space many-one complete for opt-L. 
4. #L and opt-L are easy, but span-l is bard (for the polynomial hierarchy) 
Since there are only polynomially many different configurations possible for an 
NL-machine or an NL-transducer, one expects that the definition of counting and 
optimization classes with the help of log-space-bounded Turing machines leads to 
classes included in FP. This is indeed the case for the classes #L and opt-L. With the 
following two theorems we show that both classes are even included in NC2. 
Recall that FLsNC’ G FP, where NC2 denotes the class of Boolean functions 
computable by (log-space) uniform polynomial size and (logn)2 depth circuits with 
bounded fan-in gates, where n is the length of the input. (For a formal definition of 
NC2 see [S] or [24].) 
Theorem 4.1. # L GNC~. 
Proof. Let f be in #L. Then there exists an NL-machine A4 such that f (x)= act,(x). 
We assume that M has a unique accepting configuration, and that for any input x of 
length n all computation paths of M on x have length exactly p(n) for a polynomial p. 
Let 4 be the polynomial that bounds the number of configurations of M on input x. 
Let x be an input of length n. We compute act,(x) by computing the p(n)th power 
of the q(n) x q(n) integer matrix A =(+) that represents the adjacency matrix of the 
computation graph of M on x: 
.-i 
1 if configuration j is accessible from configuration i 
aij .= in one step in a computation of M on input x, 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, the element alp(“) of the matrix A p(n) the product of A with itself p(n) times, , 
contains the number of paths from vertex i to vertex j with exactly length p(n). It was 
shown by Cook in [S] that the nth power of a given n x n matrix can be computed by 
an NC2 circuit. Furthermore, we can construct an NC’ circuit that computes on input 
x the matrix A, and the initial and accepting configuration s and t. Thus, we conclude 
that #LzNC’. 
Note that in fact # L c DET * E NC2, where DET* is the class of functions NC ‘- 
Turing-reducible to computing integer matrix determinants [S]. In [S] it is proved 
that integer matrix powering is complete for DET*. q 
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opt-L can be shown to be included in FP, since due to the polynomial bound on the 
number of configurations of an NL-transducer, the optimal output value can be 
constructed bit-by-bit by a breadth-first search method. But with a little more effort, 
we can even show that opt-L is included in NC’. 
Theorem 4.2. FL(NL)sopt-L GNC~. 
Proof. For the inclusion FL(NL)Gopt-L, let f be in FL(NL). Since NL is closed 
under complementation, an L-transducer M with oracle AENL computing f can be 
simulated by an NL-transducer N, which uses subroutines for A and A” to solve the 
oracle queries. For any oracle query w, the answer is guessed and correspondingly 
either the subroutine for A or A” is started. Since 1 w) can be up to a polynomial in the 
length of x, for this, N saves the configuration c, in which M starts to write w on its 
oracle tape, and produces each symbol of w again, if necessary, by starting M in c,. By 
construction of N, all accepting paths on input x have the same output value f(x). 
Hence, f(x) = opt,(x). 
For the inclusion opt-LcNC2, let S be in opt-L. Then there exists an NL- 
transducer M such that f(x)=optM(x). We will reduce the problem of computing 
optJx), the maximum output of M on input x, to computing a special power of 
a matrix, whose entries are words from the set (0, l} *u { I}. 
First, define the special concatenation * for words w, UE (0, 1 } * u { I} as follows: 
WV 
w*v:= 
if w,u~{O,l}*, 
I otherwise. 
Let J- be lexicographically smaller than any other word in {0, l} * u {I}. For a tuple 
(x i,...,x,) of words in {O,l}*u{_L} define MAX(x,,...,x,) to be the maximum 
word with respect to lexicographic order. Then the special “matrix product” 
A * B = ((a * b) ij) of two word matrices A = (Uij) and B = (b,) of dimension n is defined 
by 
(U * b)ij:=MAX (Uik * bkj) for all 1 <i,jdn. 
k=l 
It is not hard to see that for two matrices with entries from (0, l] * the “special 
matrix product” can be computed in NC’. 
Let p and q be the polynomials that bound the time and the number of configura- 
tions of M. Let s, t with s # t denote the initial and (unique) final configuration of M, 
respectively. We assume that neither in s nor in t occurs an output. For any input x of 
length n define the following q(n) x q(n) matrix A=(aij) by 
r 
b if in a computation of M on input x 
aij := 
the configuration j is accessible from configuration i in one step, 
and in j the output bit is bE{O, l}, 
_L otherwise. 
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Let ,4J”“‘=(a~@“) be the p(n)th power of A with respect to the special matrix product 
*. It can be proved by induction that the element a$“) contains the maximal word 
that M can produce on a path of length p(n) from configuration i to configuration j. 
Here the smallest word I stands for “no output”. Hence, OptM(x) equals US(~), if 
a$“) contains a word in (0, l} +, and equals 0, otherwise. 
Since for any input x of length n the matrix A, s, t, and p(n) can be obtained from 
M and x with an NC’ circuit, and the special “matrix product” is computable in NC ‘, 
optM(x) can be obtained by computing O(logn) times suitable matrix products in 
parallel. Altogether, this yields an NC2 algorithm. 0 
Inclusion relations between #L and opt-L seem to be difficult to determine. The 
inclusion of opt-L in #L would imply that nondeterministic computation can be 
made unambiguous in the case of logarithmic space. Let UL denote the class of 
languages acceptable by NL-machines that in the case of acceptance have a unique 
accepting computation. Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. FL(NL) G # L if and only if NL = UL. 
Proof. Clearly, for the characteristic function cA of a language AENL, c,EFL(NL). 
But C~E# L implies that there exists an NL-transducer that on input x has exactly one 
computation path if x~A and none if not. Thus, AEUL, and NL G UL. UL G NL holds 
by definition. 
Conversely, assume that NL c UL. Let feFL( NL), M, and N be as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 for the inclusion FL(NL) E opt-L. Now, by assumption, the subroutines 
A and A’ compute their solution with a unique accepting path. Hence, on input x, 
N will have exactly one valid computation path with output f(x). Construct an 
NL-machine N’ that on input x guesses a value z and checks z < f(x) by simulating N. 
(Again, guessing and checking will have to interleave as in the proof for opt-Lc 
span-l of Proposition 2.4.) Then, accnr,(x)=f(x), and FL(NL)r #L follows. Cl 
With Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 it follows Corollary 4.4. 
Corollary 4.4. If opt-L c #L, then UL = NL. 
The corresponding result for polynomial-time function classes (opt-P E # P if and 
only if UP = NP) was shown in [ 191. Note that the other direction in Corollary 4.4 can 
be obtained if one-way classes are considered (see Theorem 4.16). 
Although FL(NL)copt-L, we cannot show that FL(NL) is included in #L. But 
we have 
FL(NL)GFL(PL)GFL(#L), 
where PL denotes the log-space counterpart to PP, and DET* is the set of functions 
NC’-Turing reducible to computing integer matrix determinants [S]. This is parallel 
to the case of polynomial time, where even P(NP) % P(PP) = P( # P) [2]. 
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We have seen that functions in # L and opt-L can be computed in polynomial time. 
It is surprising that span-l turns out to be a hard log-space counting class. In the 
following we will show that if span-l is included in FP, then the polynomial-time 
hierarchy collapses to P. This follows from the fact that the complexity of span-l is 
closely tied to the complexity of # P. The two classes are log-space metric reducible to 
each other, that is, FL1 (# P) = FL1 (span-L), as shown in the remaining part of this 
section. 
Theorem 4.5. span-l G # P. 
Proof. Let fM be a function in span-l which on input x computes the number of 
different valid output values of an arbitrarily chosen NL-transducer M. Let p be the 
polynomial that bounds the time of M. Then any output value y of M on input 
x satisfies 1 y 1 d p( 1 x I). Consider the set 
A := (x$y I x, y~(0, 1 } *, y is a valid output of M on input x}. 
It is easy to see that AENL. Since NL G P, there exists a P-algorithm for deciding A. 
Construct an NP-machine N which on input x guesses y of length less than or equal to 
p( 1x1) and then verifies that x$y~A by executing the P-algorithm for A on x$y. Then 
N has exactly one accepting computation for each y that is an output value of M on 
input x. Thus, N has exactly &(x) accepting computations, and &E # P. 0 
To show that, conversely, # P is log-space metric reducible to span-L, we first give 
an example of a function log-space many-one complete for # P and prove a lemma. 
3SAT, the set of satisfiable Boolean formulas in 3-conjunctive normal form (con- 
junctive normal form with at most 3 literals per clause) is well-known to be complete 
for NP with respect to log-space many-one reductions [12]. Consider the function 
f# 3SAT: 
Input: A Boolean formula F in 3-conjunctive normal form. 
Output: Number of satisfying assignments of F. 
Valiant showed in [31] that f#3SAT is complete for # P with respect to polynomial- 
time Turing reductions. His proof (the standard many-one reduction from SAT to 
3SAT) even yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6 (Valiant [31]). fgsSAT is complete for #P with respect to log-space 
many-one reductions. 
For the proof of # PG FL,(span-L) (Theorem 4.8), we will use the fact that the 
“complement” of this function, the function that counts the number of nonsatisfying 
assignments of F, is contained in span-L: 
f # lJN3SAT: 
Input: A Boolean formula F in 3-conjunctive normal form. 
Output: Number of nonsatisfying assignments of F. 
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First, consider the set of pairs of Boolean formulas and assignments: 
EVAL3SAT:= (F$b, b2 . . . b, 1 biE{O, l}, F Boolean formula in 3-conjunctive 
normal form, and bl . . . b, is a satisfying as- 
signment for F}. 
Lemma 4.7. EVAL~SATECO-1NL. 
Proof. A co-lNL-machine can be understood as a one-way nondeterministic log- 
space machine with universal states. On input of 
where each gij is a literal, a clause Xi can be guessed universally, the head of the input 
tape can be moved to that clause and its three literals ?ii, ~i2, and ~i3 can be stored on 
the working tape. By moving the head to the assignment, the three relevant bits can be 
picked up and it can be checked whether the clause is satisfied. That the input is 
well-formed can be checked by a different universal tree from the start configuration. 
The reader who prefers to guess existentially can easily verify conversely, that the 
complement of E VAL3SA T is contained in 1NL: a clause can be guessed and verified 
that it is not satisfied by the assignment or it can be guessed and verified that the input 
is not well-formed. Clearly, in both cases the input has to be read only once from left 
to right for the verification. In the former case, first the (at most 3) variables of the 
guessed clause will have to be picked up and stored and then by moving the input 
head further to the right, the corresponding three variable assignments must be made 
out to accept in the case that all three make its literal have value 0. 0 
It is known that L #co- lNL, since 1NL is not closed under complementation [ 111. 
But it is easy to see that EVAL3SAT is also contained in L. As a consequence, 
NP = NL(L) [25], where NL( .) denotes the closure under nondeterministic log-space 
Turing reducibility. AENL(B) if there exist a set B and a polynomial-time bounded 
NL-machine M with (unbounded) oracle tape such that A =L(M, B) (see [22]). 
In fact, it even holds NP=NLOG(L), where NLOG( .) denotes the closure under 
nondeterministic log-space many-one reducibility [23]. For a set A, AeNLOG(B), 
if there exist a set B and a polynomial-time bounded NL-transducer N such that for 
all x: 
XEA o one of the computations of N on x produces a word DEB. 
Lemma 4.7 implies that NP=NLOG(co-1NL). It is easy to see that the set 3SAT 
can be nondeterministically log-space many-one reduced to E VAL3SAT. An NLOG- 
transducer simply copies its input to the output tape, writes the separation symbol $, 
counts the number of different variables, and guesses and outputs an assignment of 
appropriate length. (This proof is very similar to the proof in [15] to show that 
simultaneously polynomial-time- and log-space-bounded auxiliary push-down auto- 
mata with one alternation accept 3SAT by first existentially guessing an assignment 
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onto the pushdown store and subsequent universally checking that it was correct.) 
Because co- 1 NL c P, the other inclusion is trivial. It even holds NP = NLOG(NL). 
Note that, on the other hand, NL = NLOG(lNL). To see NLOG(lNL)cNL, let 
AENLOG(B) via an NLOG-transducer N, and let B = L( M) for a lNL-machine M. 
Construct another NL-machine that takes turns in simulating N and M. First, N is 
simulated until the first output occurs; then M is simulated on this output until it asks 
for its next input bit (M reads the input one-way), which is the following output bit of 
N and can be obtained by simulating N further, and so on. For taking turns in the 
simulation, only the current configuration of N or M must be stored. The inclusion in 
the other direction is trivial. 
The idea for the proof of NP=NLOG(co-1NL) can be put to use to show that 
span-l contains the function f# cNsSAT, and f, UNJSAT can then be computed as the 
difference of a function in FL and a function in span-l as shown in the proof of the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. # P E FL, (span-L). 
Proof. Sincef, 3SAT is log-space many-one complete for # P (Theorem 4.6), it suffices 
to show thatf,,,,,EFL1(span-L). 
We will first show thatf, uN3SAT Espan-L. For this, let N be a lNL-machine for the 
complement of EVAL3SAT. By Lemma 4.6 such a machine exists. We construct an 
NL-machine M such that on input of a well-formed formula F in 3-conjunctive 
normal form, span,(F) equals the number of nonsatisfying assignments of F. On input 
x, M first checks whether x is of the required form; if this is not the case, M rejects, and 
in this case span,(x)=O. If the input x is a well-formed formula F, M counts the 
number of different variables in F, and simulates the machine N up to the point, where 
N reads the separation symbol $. For the further simulation of N, M guesses 
- symbol-by-symbol - an assignment of appropriate length. Every symbol (0 or 1) 
guessed will be written by M on the output tape. N accepts if and only if the guessed 
assignment is nonsatisfying for F. Thus, span,(F), the number of different valid 
outputs of M equals the number of different nonsatisfying assignments for F. We can 
conclude that f# uN3saTEspan-L. 
We will now show thatf, 3SAT can be computed by a deterministic L-transducer M’ 
that asks one query tof# LIN3SAT. This yieldsf, 3SAT~FL1 (span-L). On input x, M’ first 
checks that x is a formula in 3-conjunctive normal form. If this is not the case, M’ 
outputs 0. If x is a formula F of the required form, M’ copies F to the oracle tape, 
queries its oracle forf, UN3SAT (F) and then has two-way read access tof, UN3SAT(F) on 
its oracle tape. M’ now computes the difference 2” -f# UN3SAT(F), where n denotes the 
number of different variables in F, and outputs this value. Clearly, the output of M’ is 
correct, since for a formula F with n variables, f+, JsaT(F) = 2” -f# vN3sAT( F). 
It is not hard to show that this difference can be computed with O(logn) space. 
(Note that 2” can be “stored” by storing n). Since the valuef, LIN3SAT(F) on M’s oracle 
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tape can be read two-way, M’ can produce its output either least significant bits first 
or most significant bits first. 0 
Corollary 4.9. FL1 (span-L) = FL1 ( #P), i.e. everyfunction in # P is logarithmic-space 
metric-reducible to a function in span-l and vice versa. 
Thus, span-l and # P are classes very similar in computation power. Nevertheless, 
they do not seem to be the same function class. Since f+ 3SAT is complete for # P, the 
inclusion # P E span-l would imply that there exists an NL-transducer M such that 
span,(F) equals the number of different satisfying assignments of a Boolean formula 
F. By simulating M and checking that M has a valid output on input F (this is an 
NL-predicate), an NL-machine could accept 3SA7’. Thus, we have Proposition 4.10. 
Proposition 4.10. If span-L= # P, then NL = P=NP. 
Since P(NP)cP(# P), Corollary 4.9 furthermore implies that span-l is Turing 
hard for A: = P(NP), the second deterministic level of the polynomial-time hierarchy 
and, thus, span-l c FP implies P = NP. But the implications of this inclusion are even 
stronger. As recently shown by Toda, the class PP is hard for the polynomial-time 
hierarchy (PH) with respect to Turing reducibility [28]. Since P( #P)=P(PP) [2], 
this class can now be also characterized using span-L. Furthermore, results obtained 
by Toda and Watanabe [29] imply P( # P)= P(span-P). Thus, we have the following 
Corollaries. 
Corollary 4.11. PH c P(span-L) = P( # P)= P(span-P) = P(PP). 
Corollary 4.12. span-l E FP if and only if P = NP = PH = P( # P). 
By Corollary 4.9, span-l and #P share the same complete languages with respect 
to metric reducibility. With Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5(ii) we can, thus, add the 
two functions f# NFA and fitspecialpath to the list of functions complete for #P. These 
functions are not merely counting versions of NP-complete problems (as are 
f # 3SAT and most of the #P-complete functions in [31]), but are rather counting 
versions of NL-complete problems. 
Corollary 4.13. .f, NFA andf,specialpath are complete for #P with respect to log-space 
metric reducibility. Cl 
Consequently, the census or ranking functions of NFA and of lNL-machines can 
be computed in polynomial time if and only if FP= #P. Similar results about the 
difficulty of computing the ranking function of languages in various other “small” 
complexity classes have been published before (see [3,7,10,13]). Our result extends 
this list with an extremely simple case and, furthermore, with completeness results. 
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We can say even more about the relationship between span-l and # P in terms of 
automata problems. As shown in Section 3, computing the ranking function or the 
census function for an NFA is log-space many-one complete for span-L. The “comp- 
lement” of the census function is 
“f# CO-NFA 
Input: An encoding of a NFA M and 1”. 
Output: Number of words of length n that are not accepted by M. 
Theorem 4.14. f#&.JFA is log-space many-one complete for # P. 
Proof. Since the word problem for NFA is decidable in NL, it is easy to see that 
f#co_NFA is contained in #P. 
To see that f, co_NFA is hard for # P, let f~ # P, and let M be an NP-machine such 
that f=accM. We assume that all computations of M on inputs of size n have length 
q(n) for a polynomial q. In [S] it was shown that the nonuniversality of regular 
expressions is hard for PSPACE with respect to log-space reductions. For the proof of 
this result the nonaccepting computations of a NPSPACE-machine on input x were 
described by a regular expression R,. For the construction of R,, O(log 1x1) space is 
sufficient. It is not hard to see that regular expressions of size n can be transformed 
into an NFA in O(log n) space. Let N, be the finite-state automaton that results from 
applying the construction of [S] to M and the subsequent transformation. Then 
L(N,) describes the nonaccepting computations of M on input x, and any word 
w$L(N,) with 1 WI d q(jxl) codes an accepting computation of N on input x. Conse- 
quently, fcan be log-space many-one reduced tof#co_NFA. 0 
The coding variant off, co_NFA) where n is given in binary, rather than in unary, is 
(many-one) hard for # PSPACE= FPSPACE [21]. Note that the classes #P and 
# PSPACE can trivially be separated, since functions in the latter class are not in gen- 
eral polynomially bounded. (Ladner studies in [21] also restrictions of # PSPACE.) 
An overview of the complete automata functions for #L, span-L, and #P is given 
in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Overview of the complexity of some automata problems (Completeness w.r.t. (functional) log-space 
many-one reducibility) 
Input ((M), l”), compute DFA NFA 
Nonemptiness 
L(M)#Q’? 
Nonuniversality 
L(M)#Z*? 
Number of members 
IIL(M)““lI 
Number of nonmembers 
Il(~(~1”“1’Il 
NL-complete 
1161 
NL-complete 
1161 
#L-complete 
[Theorem 3.11 
#L-complete 
[Corollary 3.21 
NL-complete 
1161 
PSPACE-complete 
Cal 
span-L-complete 
[Theorem 3.31 
# P-complete 
[Theorem 4.141 
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The last two lines of the table in Table 2 reflect a second time that any function in 
# P can be computed as the difference of a function in FL and a function in span-l 
(compare the proof of Theorem 4.8). This parallels the relationship between # NP and 
span-P: any function in #NP can be computed as the difference of a function in FP 
and a function in span-P [19]. Here #NP is the class of functions that witness the 
number of accepting computations of NP(NP)-machines (NP-machines with oracles 
in NP). 
In fact, we can just substitute “L” for “P” in this statement, and say: any function in 
# NL can be computed as the difference of a function in FL and a function in span-L. 
Let #NL denotes the class of functions that witness the number of accepting 
computations of NL(NL)-machines. Since NP = NL(NL), it is not hard to show with 
the considerations after Lemma 4.7 that #NL = # P. 
Corollary 4.12 together with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. show that the inclusion of 
span-l in either of the subpolynomial counting classes #L or opt-L is unlikely. 
Corollary 4.15. 1f either span-l c #L or span-l c opt-L, then P = NP = P( #P) = 
P(span-L). 
We obtain further time-space downward separations by considering the relation- 
ships between the one-way classes lNL, lUL, # lL, opt-lL, and span-1L. These 
classes are defined by restricting the underlying NL-machines or NL-transducers to 
read their input one-way. It holds that opt-1Lu # 1Lc span-IL, since the proof of 
Proposition 2.4 carries over. 
Since the difference between #- and span-classes exactly corresponds to the 
difference between unambiguous and ambiguous computation, the proof that 
NP z UPo #P = span-P given in [19] can be translated to log-space counting 
classes when one-way machines are considered. In the case of two-way classes the 
proof technique cannot be used to show the implication from right to left. 
Theorem 4.16. The following propositions are equivalent: 
(i) 1UL = 1NL; 
(ii) span-lL= # 1L; 
(iii) opt-1LE # 1L. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): Assume ~NLE 1UL and let f=spanM, where M is a lNL-machine. 
Consider the set 
L~={x~#~~$~~~$xn#~n$~x~~{O,1},~~~{0,1}*,andoninput~~~~...~, 
there is a computation path on which M 
outputs y, . . . y, such that output yi occurs after 
reading bit xi and before reading input bit xi+ 1 }. 
As M is a one-way machine, it can be shown that LMcz 1NL and, hence, LMc 1UL by 
assumption. Let M’ be a lUL-machine for LM. M’ has a unique accepting computa- 
tion, when it accepts. Construct a INL-machine M” that on input x does the 
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following: M” guesses x1 # y, $x2 # y, $. . x, # yn$ bit-by-bit, simulates M’ on this 
word, and checks that x=xi...x,. Then f(x)=accM,,(x), and& # 1L. 
(ii)+(iii) follows with opt-1L c span-lL, for which the proof of Proposition 2.4 
carries over. 
(iii) a(i): Since 1UL c INL it suffices to show that (ii) implies 1NL c 1UL. Assume 
that opt-1L G # 1L. Let AE lNL, and let M be a lNL-machine M that accepts A. 
Construct a lNL-transducer M’ that on input x simulates M and outputs “1” if 
M accepts. Then OJZ~. is the characteristic function cA of A. By assumption, CUE # 1L. 
Thus, there exists a lNL-machine that on input x has one accepting computation, if 
XEA, and none, if x#A. Hence, AE~UL, and 1NLs IUL. 0 
Corollary 4.17. The following statements imply P = NP = P( # P) = P(span-L): 
(i) 1UL = 1NL; 
(ii) span-lL= # 1L; 
(iii) opt-1Lc #IL. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 4.16 and Corollary 4.12, it is sufficient to show that 
span-1L = # 1 L * span-l G FP. It is easy to see that the span-L-complete function 
YNFA 
is already contained in span-1L. Assume now that span-l L = # 1 L. Then, 
# NFA E # 1 L. And since # 1 L E NC2 by Theorem 4.1, and NC2 c FP, ji NFAE FP. This 
implies span-l E FP, because j# NFA is complete for span-l (Theorem 3.3). 0 
5. Some restrictions of opt-L and span-l 
In this section, we study some restrictions of the classes opt-L and span-L. The first 
type of restriction results from bounding the output size of the functions by a logar- 
ithm in the length of their input. 
Definition 5.1. For a class of functions F, define 
F[logn]:=(jeF13constant cVxlf(x)(dcloglxl}. 
Such a restriction has been considered in [20] for opt-P and in [19] for span-P. In 
[20] it was shown that opt-P[log n] contains functions that are complete for 
FPi,,(NP) with respect to metric reducibility: 
(*) FP,,,(NP)=FP,(opt-P[logn]). 
In [19] it was shown that although the inclusion span-PGopt-P in the unrestricted 
case is unlikely (because it implies NP=co-NP) the two classes coincide in the 
restricted case: 
(**) span-P[logn]=opt-P[logn] 
(*) and (**) together show that span-P [log n] functions have considerably less power 
than span-P functions, which are hard for the polynomial-time hierarchy. 
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In the following, we will be interested in whether similar properties as (*) and (**) 
hold for the classes span-l [log n] and opt-L [ log n]. In the preceding section, we have 
shown that span-L, like span-P, is hard for the polynomial-time hierarchy. We will 
first show that span-L[logn] functions are computable in NC’. This means that 
a polynomial bound on the number of different output values of an NL-transducer on 
a single input is a severe restriction. 
In the rest of this section, we consider NL-transducers that produce their output 
deterministically. We will show that opt-L is exactly the class of functions in span-l 
that are witnessed by such transducers. We then show that (*) translates to log-space, 
i.e. it holds that FLi,,(NL) = FL1 (opt-L [log n]). The class FL,,,(NL), furthermore, 
can be characterized in terms of opt-L functions that are witnessed by NL-transducers 
that write their output deterministically. 
By Proposition 2.4, opt-L [log n] E span-l [log n]. Combining the proof technique 
for opt-L&NC2 (Theorem 4.2) with some precomputation yields a parallel upper 
bound for span-l [ log n]. 
Theorem 5.2. span-l [log n] s NC2. 
Proof. Let A4 be an NL-transducer witnessing a function in span-l [log n] ; i.e. M is 
such that for all inputs x the number of different output values is polynomially 
bounded in 1x1. We assume that M has a unique final accepting state in which no 
output occurs, and that each computation path of M on input x has length ~(1x1) for 
a polynomial p. 
We can use the technique of computing the output values via iterated matrix 
multiplication by defining a special matrix product, if we do some precomputation. 
Clearly, the output values cannot be constructed nonadaptively, starting with the full 
adjacency matrix of the configurations as in the proofs of Theorems 4.1 or 4.2, because 
there may be exponentially many output values between two arbitrary configurations 
c and c’ of M. But a simple observation shows that this occurs if and only if either c or 
c’ does not reach the final configuration or is not reachable from the start configura- 
tion. On the other hand, any configuration on a computation path on which a valid 
output is computed, is clearly reachable from the start configuration and reaches 
a final configuration. The precomputation will check these facts. 
We start with the following matrix A =(aij) of configurations of M on input x, 
where t is the (unique) final accepting configuration, and s is the start configuration: 
{b} if s~,i~j~l;t, 
and in configuration j, M outputs b~(0, l}, 
Uij= {A> if i=j or s?+iA+j~t, 
and M makes no output in configuration j, 
I otherwise, 
where i A:j (i 2, j) means that the configuration j is accessible from configuration i 
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in one step (in an arbitrary number of steps) of M in a computation on x. The matrix 
A can be obtained with an NC’-algorithm. 
After computing the following “special matrix product” of A, p( 1x1) times with itself, 
the entry ~~(1~‘) of the resulting matrix will contain all the output values (#A) of M on 
input x. To compute span,(x) these values have only to be summed up. 
Denote the complex product of two sets S and S’ by S * S’. Define 
s * S’ := 
S*S’ if S,S’G{O, l}*, 
{ I > otherwise. 
Extend this definition to the special complex product B * C of n x n matrices B = (Bij) 
and C =(C,) whose entries are subsets of (0, 1, I } * as follows: 
(B*C)ij:= ~ Bik*Ckj. 
k=l 
It is not hard to show that this “special matrix complex product” can be computed in 
NC’, and that Ap(tXl) can be computed in NC’. q 
A result like span-l [log n] E opt-L [ log n], however, corresponding to the result 
(**) for the polynomial-time classes, seems unlikely. The proof of (*x) makes use of 
the fact that all the output values of an NP-transducer witnessing a function in 
span-P[log n] can be guessed by an NP-machine. Precisely this cannot be done by an 
NL-machine; it cannot check for more than a constant number of guessed values that 
they are different. 
We will show that opt-L nevertheless can be characterized by span-l functions, if 
the output values of the NL-transducers are “compressible”. This is the case, if the 
transducer in a Ruzzo-SimonTompa fashion has to write deterministically on its 
output tape (Ruzzo et al. considered such a restriction for the use of the oracle tape in 
[25]). This means that there is no further nondeterministic choice possible after the 
first output occurs on a path. 
Definition 5.3. For a transducer M, let optM and spanM be as in Definitions 2.2 and 
2.3. Define 
opt-L {deter-m} := { fl f= optM for some NL-transducer M 
that writes its output deterministically}; 
span-L{ determ} := { flf=spanM for some NL-transducer M 
that writes its output deterministically}. 
Printing deterministically means that what is printed along one path is completely 
determined by the first configuration on the path in which an output occurs. 
Since there are only polynomially many different configurations, the number of 
different valid outputs is, therefore, bounded by a polynomial as well. Thus, 
span-l .( determ} E Span-L [ log n] . 
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Precisely this restriction of span-l [log n] characterizes opt-L [ log n]. 
Proposition 5.4. The following are descriptions of the same class: 
(i) opt-L [log n]; 
(ii) span-L{ determ}; 
(iii) FL(NL) [log n]; 
(iv) %,,(NL) Clog nl. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): For opt-L [log n] G span-l {determ}, let feopt-L[log n]. Then f= 
optM such that M is an NL-transducer all of whose valid outputs y on input x satisfy 
1 y 1 <c log 1x1 for a constant c. We will construct an NL-transducer M’ that tests for all 
strings c’ with 1 o/ <clog (x 1, whether (x, u) is contained in 
LM={x$~IIuI<clogIxI and v is a valid output of M on input x>. 
Since L,ENL, and NL is closed under complementation, this cycling can be done 
by M’. Clearly, M’ will find optM(x). Then, M’ simply guesses a word v such that 
v<optM(x), and outputs v. Since opt,(x)bc log Ix/, M’ can keep u on its work tape 
and can copy it deterministically onto its output tape. We have span,,(x)= optM(x), 
and span,, witnesses a function in span-L(determ}. 
(ii) == (iii): For span-l {d eterm} G FL(NL)[log n], let fEspan-L { determ} and let 
M be an NL transducer that witnesses f: There are at most polynomially many 
different configurations in which M starts to write (deterministically) its output. 
Several of these configurations might correspond to the same valid output value. Define 
L,:= {x$c I c is a configuration in which M starts to write a valid output w,, 
and for all configurations c’ with c’ > c in which M starts to write 
a valid output wcZ, w,, # w,}. 
Since span,(x), the number of different output values, equals the number of different 
c which satisfy x$cEL~, an L-transducer with oracle LM can compute this value on 
input x by cycling through all the possible configurations c of M in lexicographical 
order. L,ENL holds, since NL is closed under complementation: w,, # w, is an 
L-property, and the conditions specified for LM yield one alternation (with logarith- 
mic space). 
(iii) = (iv): To prove the inclusion FL(NL) [log n] G FL,,,(NL) [log n], let 
~EFL(NL) [log n]. Then there is an L-transducer M with oracle AENL which outputs 
on input x,f( x) = y with 1 y I < c log Ix I for a constant c. Define 
L CM,A, := { x$i I the ith output bit of M with oracle A on input x is 1). 
Since NL is closed under complementation, it is easily seen that LCM,AJ is contained in 
NL. By using L(,,,, as oracle, each of the clog 1x1 output bits of M can be found by 
using only a logarithmic number of questions. 
(iv) + (i) follows from FL(NL)copt-L (Theorem 4.2). 0 
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The restriction {determ} is slightly weaker than restricting the size of all the values 
of an NL-transducer to a logarithm in the length of the input. It is not hard to show 
that such a restriction leads to further characterizations of opt-L[logn] in terms of 
both the corresponding opt-L or span-l functions. 
As shown in the following proposition, opt-L{determ} and opt-L[logn] behave 
very similar. opt-L{determ) coincides with the class of functions that are computable 
by an L-transducer with oracle in NL and a logarithmic bound on the number of queries. 
Proposition 5.5. FL,,,(NL) = FL1 (opt-L [log n]) = opt-L { determ) . 
Proof. For the inclusion FLi,,(NL) G FL, (opt-L [ log n]), it suffices with Proposition 
5.4 to show that FLi,,(NL)c_FL,(FL,,,(NL) [logn]). LetfcFL,,,(NL), and let M be 
an L-transducer that computesf(x) with at most clog 1x1 many queries to an oracle 
AENL. Define g(x):=b,b,...b_, where for all 1 <i<m,<cloglxj bi~{O, l} denotes 
the answer to the ith query of M to A on input x. g can be computed by an 
L-transducer M’ with oracle A that simulates M and outputs the answers to the 
queries of M instead of M’s output. f can be computed by an L-transducer with oracle 
g that on input x queries g only once for g(x). g(x) contains all the necessary 
information for finding the correct path in the “query tree” of M without asking the 
oracle A. 
For the inclusion FL, (opt-L [log n]) G opt-L { determ}, let feFL, (opt-L[log n]) be 
computed by an L-transducer M that on input x queries yEopt-L[log n] exactly once 
for g(y) (y depends on x). We may assume that M produces no output before querying 
(this can always be achieved by recomputing the output that occurred before the 
query). Let N be an NL-transducer such that g=optN and for all y it holds 
OptN( y)d c log I y / for a constant c. 
We first claim that the set Loprs:= { (y, z)) z =opt,(y)} is contained in NL. With 
log-space and one alternation it can be verified that z is an output value of N on input 
y and that no output value z’ with zdz’dclog I yl is produced by N’ on input y. The 
claim follows since NL is closed under complementation. 
Now we construct an NL-transducer M’ that does the following on input x. M’ first 
computes I yl d Ixl“, where lxlk denotes the polynomial time bound of M. Then M’ 
guesses a value z such that z bc klog 1x1 and verifies that z = g( y)= OptN( y) by 
guessing the answer of (y, z)E&,~, and simulating correspondingly an NL-machine 
for LCtPCr or an NL-machine for the complement. For this simulation each bit of the 
query y has to be recomputed again by simulating M. With the correct value g(y), M’ 
finally produces the output f(x) by simulating M. Since M is an L-transducer, the 
output by M’ is produced deterministically. Note that M’ only has one valid output 
f(x) = opt,(x). 
For the inclusion opt-L { determ} L FL,,,(NL), let fEopt-L (determ} and let M be an 
NL-transducer such thatf(x)=opt,(x). On input x there are at most polynomially 
many different configurations of M in which M starts to write (deterministically) 
a valid output. All configurations have length c log I x / for a constant c. Thus, f can be 
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computed by a deterministic transducer M’, which first constructs on its work tape 
a configuration of M in which M starts to write, deterministically (!), its maximal valid 
output, and then simulates M from this configuration. M’ can find such a configura- 
tion with O(log 1x1) questions to the following oracle: 
A := { x$z 1 z is a prefix of a configuration of M of length c log 1 x 1, in which 
M starts to write the maximal valid output on input x.}. 
We claim that AENL. Construct an NL-machine N as follows: Given a word x$z, 
N guesses a string u of length at most c log Ix I such that zu codes a configuration of M, 
in which M starts to write the valid output wZV. N then verifies that w, < w,, for all 
configurations c of M in which M starts to write a valid output w,. N verifies that c is 
a configuration in which M starts to write a valid output by cycling through all the 
possible configurations c of M in lexicographical order, and simulating M from the 
start. Furthermore, for comparing the output M produces starting in c with the 
output starting in zz) N simulates M simultaneously starting in c and starting in zv. 
M accepts, if for all c the output produced in c is smaller than or equal to the output 
produced in zv. Since NL is closed under complementation, N is an NL-machine, and 
L(N)=AeNL. 0 
The proof also shows that single-valued NL-transducer that produce their output 
deterministically characterize the class FL,,,(NL). 
The unrestricted class opt-L seems to be more powerful than opt-L (determ}. With 
Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 5.4 we have 
opt-L { determ} = FL,,,(NL) E FL(NL) s opt-L c NC’ 
We will show that FL(NL)zFL,,,(NL) would have strong implications: Krentel’s 
result, FP,,,(NP) = FP(NP) if and only if P = NP [20], can be translated to log-space 
classes. 
Proposition 5.6. FL,,,(NL) = FL( NL) f anu! only if L = NL. 
Proof. The implication from right to left is obvious. For the implication from left to 
right, recall that the graph accessibility problem, GAP, is complete for NL [16, 171. 
Clearly, a deterministic transducer M with oracle GAP can be constructed that 
produces, given as input an instance of GAP (a graph and two specified nodes s and t), 
a path from s to t in the graph, if a path exists, and 0 otherwise. Let f be the function 
computed by M. By assumption, we havefEFL,,,(NL). Let M’ be the transducer that 
computes, on input x, f(x) with the sequence of oracle answers s, with Is,\ <clog 1x1 
for a constant c. Construct an L-machine N that recognizes GAP as follows: N cycles 
through all binary strings u 6 c log IX I. For each string c’, N simulates M’, interpreting 
v as the sequence of answers of the oracle M’, and checks whether the output of M’ 
corresponds to a path from s to t in the graph. Clearly, if N finds a correct path, then 
XEGAP, and if there exists such a path, N will find it with the help of the correct oracle 
answer sequence s, of M’. 0 
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With a similar demonstration it can be shown that fmaxDFA~FL,,,(NL) o L = NL. 
Hence, fmaxDFA is an example of a “hardest” function in FL(NL) (see also Section 3). 
Corollary 5.7. Zf opt-L c opt-L (determ}, then L = NL. 
Since it is not at all clear whether the result opt-LGNC’ can be improved to 
opt-LsFL(NL), the implication from right to left remains open. 
6. Conclusions 
We have studied counting and optimization versions of nondeterministic log-space 
and obtained interesting complete problems for the corresponding classes #L, 
span-L, and opt-L. We showed that there exist span-l functions that are complete for 
#P with respect to metric reducibility. This result not only reveals the computational 
power of span-L, showing this class to be hard for the polynomial hierarchy, but also 
ties span-l to another already well-studied class. We, furthermore, showed that #L 
and opt-L functions have significantly less computational power; they are contained 
in the relatively low parallel classes DET* and NC’, respectively. These are first upper 
bounds which do not tie these classes to other classes in terms of completeness. 
Recently, and independently of each other, Damm and Vinay could show that #L is 
in fact tied to DET* in this sense (the class DET* was introduced and studied by 
Cook in [S]). They showed that integer matrix powering can be computed by 
a difference of two #L functions [6,32]. Since integer matrix powering is complete for 
DET* with respect to NC’ Turing reducibility [S], their results imply 
DET* =NC’( # L). It would be interesting to see whether the complexity of opt-L 
functions can be fixed in a similar way. 
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